
 



 

Sunday School Parent Background 

Gospel: John 10:1-10. 

This text offers two shepherd-based images of Jesus. Children respond more readily to comparing Jesus 

to a shepherd than to the door of a sheep gate. The former compares a person to a person rather than to 

a thing, and the care given by the shepherd is more significant to children than the security and freedom 

provided by the door. 

 

Sheep Know the Shepherds Voice! 

The point that the shepherd knows each of the sheep by name is crucial to children. It is the 

promise that God knows them, loves them, and calls them as individuals, rather than as members 

of any group. This truth is especially significant to children who spend most of their lives in groups 

(in a class at school, in after-school care, at a day-care center). Children want to be known and by 

who they are as individuals, with their own experiences, dreams, and feelings. 

 

Theme:  We know Jesus’ voice.  
Scripture:  John 10:1-10  
Memory Verse: “When He has brought out all his own, he goes on ahead of them, and his sheep follow 
him because they know his voice.” John 10:4  
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
Say: Today I am going to quote some popular phrases from some pretty famous characters and one real 
person.  

(Older Elementary: Raise your hand when you know the answer!)                                                   

(Preschool-1stAfter I say the phrase, you have to do one thing to show me you know the answer. No, it’s 
not to raise your hand. When you think you know the answer, I need you to “Baa” like a sheep. Are you 
ready?) 

Go through each of the five phrases and allow your kids chances to “Baa” and guess the answer. After 
they guess, show them the picture that goes with each phrase.  

•  “To infinity and beyond.” - Buzz Lightyear  
•  “Some people are worth melting for.” - Olaf  
•  “Just keep swimming.” - Dory  
•  “Me want cookie.” - Cookie Monster  
•  “In every job that must be done, there is an element of fun.” - Mary Poppins  

Ask: Was it easy or hard to guess who said each of these things? How could you be certain of who said 
each phrase?  

Say: You had to be pretty familiar with the movie and character to match their saying with the person 
saying it. If you had never seen the movie “Finding Nemo” you may not know that Dory says “Just keep 
swimming.” But if you have seen Frozen like 100 times, you could guess Olaf really easily. The more you 
know the movie and character, the better you know their voice.  



I have one more voice for you to guess. “Love each other as I have loved you.” Who do you think said 
that? Young Kids: “Baa” when you want to guess.  

Show your kids the picture of Jesus after they’ve guessed. Jesus is not a cartoon character; He is the 
Good Shepherd who takes care of us. Jesus says that His sheep know His voice and follow Him.  

The Shepherd’s Voice  

1. To understand what it means to recognize the voice of the shepherd, children need to hear about 

the practice of penning all the village sheep together for the night.  

 
2. In the morning, each shepherd would enter the pen and call his sheep with a unique whistle or call. 

The sheep of each flock recognized their shepherd's voice and followed it. 

 
3. Young & Elementary Kids: Present information about shepherding using a small cardboard 

sheepfold, a shepherd figure (maybe from a crèche), and some toy sheep.  If you don’t have 

these items use the pictures I’ve attached or find on your phone.  

 
a. Demonstrate how the shepherd would gather the sheep into the fold, counting as they 

came in and checking each one for injuries, then sleep across the gate so no animal or 

human thief could get to the sheep at night.   

b. Show next how in the morning the shepherd would call the sheep to the gate and lead them 

out into pasture. The sheep only come to the shepherd’s voice.   

i. Watch fun video for all ages. 4 people try to call the sheep to them. The sheep 

respond only to their shepherd’s voice! https://youtu.be/sIn2CnTUCb0 

ii. After showing this, reread verses 2-5 and comment that just as the good shepherd 

takes care of the sheep, Jesus takes care of us. 

c. Demonstrate how people call or whistle for their pets like a shepherd calls for his sheep. 

i. Talk to your kids about pets- do they know the voice of their owner? (Younger Kids: 

“He Knows My Voice”) 

d. Ask your kids why they think Jesus calls us sheep?  

i. Say:  Sheep need a shepherd to take care of them or they can get lost or hurt. Just as 

sheep in real life know their master’s voice, those of us that belong to Jesus know His 

voice, too. Jesus is the Good Shepherd.  

 

4. 5th Grade and above!  
 

a. Jesus is making a fairly sophisticated point about true and false shepherds.  Verses 2-5 lay 

the foundation for children.  That foundation consists of information about sheepfolds and 

shepherd’s calling sheep who know their shepherd’s voice.  It introduces the idea of non-

literal voices that call to us. 

b. Watch fun video for all ages. 4 people try to call the sheep to them. The sheep respond only 

to their shepherd’s voice! https://youtu.be/sIn2CnTUCb0 

c. How do we recognize God’s voice? 

i. it is a loving voice (the voice that says we are no good is not the Good Shepherd's 

voice).  

https://youtu.be/sIn2CnTUCb0
https://youtu.be/sIn2CnTUCb0


ii. It calls us to love and share (the voice that says, "If you want it, take it," is not the Good 

Shepherd's voice).  

iii. It directs firmly and gently, rather than threateningly (the voice that says, "Come with 

me, or . . ." is not the Good Shepherd's voice).  

iv. It invites and challenges us to be our best (the voice that says, "You don't need to 

worry about that—it's too hard," is not the Good Shepherd's voice).  

d. Application: With CoVid19 we hear many voices with many options. How do we hear God’s   

voice in today’s news? 

 
5. Watch Video 

a. Upper Elementary: Animating the Bible- https://youtu.be/XjA8gW7n2t8  

b. Middle Elementary: 

i.  Douglas Tells The Story of Sheep & Shepherds! https://youtu.be/Pu7L0ZwAJOo 

ii. https://youtu.be/_Ry2MaMyvGo : Saddleback  

c. Upper Elementary: Share Faith-https://youtu.be/ar732X9uO3I  

 
 

Parent Background Info: Psalm: 23. This was one of the m

emory requirements in my Kindergarten class. We received a 

sticker with the picture of Jesus walking with the lamb around 

His neck. All my family memorized it over the years, and it was a 

great comfort to recite it together when we gathered around my 

brother’s wife hospital bed before she died. While it is a painful 

memory, it also brought us great joy.  

 

Though many children and most adults know this as the Shepherd Psalm, it could be more accurately 

titled "God is Like." The psalmist compares God to two once familiar human figures—the shepherd (vs. 1-

4) and the host (vss. 5-6). Unfortunately, those figures are no longer as familiar to today's children. Most 

children have little contact with sheep or shepherds, and no children have met a host who poured oil on 

their heads! Younger children are content to hear the jobs of a shepherd and a host described. 

 

 Older children are interested, but they need help in identifying the details of those jobs in the phrases of 

the psalm. Once they understand the details of the shepherd's job, most children find great security in 

the psalmist's comparison. Pictures that depict Jesus as the Good Shepherd are often favorites with 

children. Perhaps they imagine themselves as the sheep loved and cared for by Jesus, the Shepherd, with 

the same love they lavish on their pets 

 

  

https://youtu.be/XjA8gW7n2t8
https://youtu.be/Pu7L0ZwAJOo
https://youtu.be/_Ry2MaMyvGo


 

+ Read through the psalm one sentence at a time, thinking like a sheep.  At the risk of stating the obvious 

below is a copy of the psalm with sheep references as children understand them  Other children may be 

clueless about sheep and their care.  After working through the psalm, point out that we look to God to 

care of us in the same way a good shepherd takes care of sheep.  Note that many people learn this psalm 

for memory so that they can pray it whenever they need it – in hospital rooms, in scary times, when they 

are worried 

 
  Psalm 23 

     

 

The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want.  

2     He makes me lie down in green pastures;  

Sheep eat grass 

he leads me beside still waters; 

Sheep drown in running water so depend on the shepherd to lead them to calm or still water. 

3     he restores my soul. 

He leads me in right paths for his name’s sake.  

Sheep wander and get into places they can’t get out of 

4     Even though I walk through the darkest valley, 

I fear no evil;  

for you are with me;  

Name animals that eat sheep and  

imagine their eyes shining in the dark. 

your rod and your staff—  

they comfort me.  

Describe using a rod to beat off animals and  

staff to pull sheep back from dangerous places 

5     You prepare a table before me  

in the presence of my enemies;  

Remind of the animals watching as sheep graze 

you anoint my head with oil;  

Oil was first aid for cuts and thorns. 

my cup overflows.  

6     Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me  

all the days of my life,  

and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord 

my whole life long. 
 

                            New Revised Standard Version 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 



 
Sheep Faces Craft  

age 3-5  

You will need: picture frames (try and source these cheaply from charity shops or ask if people have any 

they no longer need, it doesn’t matter if the frames are different colours and sizes), before you meet 

together with the children open up the back of the frame, remove the glass and place a piece of card in 

the frame to provide the surface the children will be working on), scraps  

of fabric and paper, collage materials, PVA glue, glue spreaders, scissors, card.  

Ask the children to choose a frame they like. Ask the children to take a picture of hills, sheep, gate etc 

using the collage materials provided. The children should lay out their pieces onto the card till they have 

the picture they want before they start gluing the pieces in place  

Discuss with the children any visits they have made to 

the countryside and/or farm parks and what they have observed about sheep. Discuss with the children 

what they know about the work of shepherds today. (A shepherd working in the west of Scotland, where 

sheep roam quite freely over a large area, has told your writer that he cannot do his work without his 

dogs and his quad bike ) Talk about the story and how part of the work of the shepherd was to protect 

and look after the sheep, lying like a gate across the sheepfold during the night. Talk about the ways we 

can look after others today.  

You will need: paper plates with center area cut out to form a doughnut shape (larger, firm card 

plates are best, but if you feel the plates are too flimsy then glue two together to make a stronger 

base), cotton wool balls or white wool cut into lengths of about 5cm, PVA glue, glue spreaders, 

black card cut into sheep ears shapes, sticky tape.  

Give each child a card ring and ask them to cover the ring with cotton wool balls or wool, sticking these 

on with PVA glue. Help the children attach two ears at the appropriate place using sticky tape. Leave flat 

to dry. When dry the children should be able to hold the ring in front of their own faces making a sheep 

mask.  

Discuss with the children what they know about sheep— where they live, what they eat, what noise they 

make, what baby sheep are called and so on. Talk about the story and the sheep going into the 

sheepfold at night and Jesus saying he was like the gate that kept the sheep safe. Talk with the children 

about who looks after them and how we can help to look after each other.  

 

Edible Sheepfold Scene  

all age  



You will need: digestive biscuits, icing, small marshmallows, small chocolate drops, individual swiss 

rolls or chocolate logs, chocolate fingers or Matchmakers, large tray or baking sheet, green napkins, 

small bowls, knives, spoons, wet wipes or basin with warm soapy water and a towel.  

Make up icing to a spreadable consistency and divide into small bowls. Give each child a biscuit and ask 

them to spread one side of the biscuit with icing and then to stick marshmallows onto the icing to form 

fleecy coat of sheep. Ask the children to add chocolate drops for the eyes and broken matchmakers for 

the legs of the sheep. Cover a large tray or baking sheet with green napkins to form the grass of the 

sheepfold. Ask the children to place their sheep biscuits on the grass and then to build a wall around the 

edge of the tray using swiss rolls or chocolate logs and to form a gate using chocolate fingers or 

Matchmakers.  

Discuss with the children their experiences of a visit to 

a playpark that has a boundary wall or fence and also a gateway (children playing there have fun, meet 

friends, can have a snack or picnic, and also should be in a safe environment). Talk about the story and 

Jesus making sure the sheep are safe by being like the gate that keeps bad thieves out and the sheep 

safe inside. Talk about ways Jesus looks after us and how we can look after each other.  

Prayer of Adoration and Confession  

God, our creator, 
we come to this place, 
some of us know the way here— it is part of our routine 
and natural path of life, 
others need some guidance, encouragement and help.  

Jesus, our shepherd, 
we come to this place 
knowing that we will find you here, 
and that you will guard the gate for us. 
We come to this place of safety and welcome ready to be fed and watered by 
our Shepherd King.  

Holy Spirit, our inspiration, 
we come to this place 
ready for you to do your thing. To enliven us with your love, breathe life into our tired souls, reinvigorate 
our purpose  

and send us on our way.  

Forgive us for those times when we have failed to find 
our way to you and instead have gone our own way, 
and walked away from the flock.  

Forgive us for those times 
when we have ignored the shepherd’s call and instead behaved in ways 
that take us off in a different direction from the rest of the flock.  



Lord Jesus, 
we know that you are the shepherd of our lives, 
always looking out for us, 
offering protection form a world that can be a scary place. 
Thank you for never giving up 
on your restless flock. 
Shepherd of our lives, 
hear our prayer. 
Amen.  

 

 

As you sit at the gate, Lord, 
what are you thinking? 

Are you wondering... 
when those lost sheep might 
come over the hill and find 

their way back to you? 

 

As you sit at the gate, Lord, 
does your patience get tested? 

Are you wondering... 
when we are going to make an 

appearance, 

tails between our legs? 
 

 

 

As you sit by the gate, Lord, 
do you search in vain on the horizon? 

Are you wondering... 
who might be the next sheep                     

to be tempted away? 

As you sit by the gate, Lord, 
we are so grateful 

for the welcome we will receive 
as we saunter our way back to 

you. Knowing that you, our 
Shepherd, wait for us. Amen. 

to be tempted away? 
 

As you sit by the gate, Lord, 
we are so grateful 

for the welcome we will receive 
as we saunter our way back to 

you. Knowing that you, our 
Shepherd, wait for us.  

Amen. 
 

Reflective Prayer 


